MSc Nuclear engineering / track Medical applications

Intakes

September 2022 intake

M1 or M2

Language

Partly taught in English

Tuition fees

12,000 € Euros/year
Scholarships opportunities for: Excellent profiles, Alumni from our partner universities, European citizens...

Campus

Nantes

NE - Medical Applications. This speciality develops fundamental scientific, technical and industrial knowledge of the different nuclear technologies used in the medical field. It has a particular focus on the safety and radioprotection, to be considered in the management of a large project in this field.

Objectives

Acquire the basic scientific knowledge relative to nuclear technologies, necessary for understanding their utility and danger in medical applications.
Develop competences in beams production and qualification.
Master the operational techniques and strategies for the management of a project in nuclear medicine. Implement appropriate solutions through projects in/with industry.
Develop competences in radioprotection and nuclear waste management in the medical environment.
Build contacts with a large number of international key players in the field.
Develop an awareness of societal considerations related to nuclear medicine.

Testimonial
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